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	enterFactsOfCase: The firm stated the worker did not receive any specific instructions or training from them but took instructions from clients/customers on how they wanted their pet groomed, the worker could ask the groom manager for advice if needed, however the worker stated she was given specific instructions on grooming, keeping records and cleaning responsibilities. The worker stated she and the receptionist scheduled dogs for certain days, but the manager was responsible for assignment of which groomer and which pet services were to be performed each day. The firm stated the methods these assignments were to be performed was decided by the groomer with special requests or instructions given, additionally the firm replied that appointments were divided among the groomers as equally as possible with consideration of time, size, and condition of the pet and how much income each pet would produce. The worker stated it was the department manager or general manager that determined these methods, additionally, the worker stated if a problem or complaint were to arise, the department manager or general manger was to be contacted for resolution, the firm disagreed stating the worker was generally responsible for resolution, if needed the worker can ask for additional assistance from the groom manager or owner. The parties generally agreed that the groomer was required to submit reports on services provided, client names, dates of services and prices charged were to be submitted to the business owner. The firm stated the workers daily routine included meeting with clients during business hours which were open to the public on Mondays, Tuesdays, Thursdays, and Fridays from 8:00am-5:00pm and Saturdays from 9:00am-4:00pm and that the worker had the ability to work or schedule herself off, the worker performed services of brushing, bathing, clipped nails, and any other service requested by the client. The worker concurred with the hours of operation of the business and added that the manager would assign the dogs that were checked in to a groomer, additionally the worker added that cleaning and notes on services performed was concluded at the end of the day. The firm stated the worker was not required to attend meetings, however the worker responded that meetings called by the general manager or department manager were required and failure to attend these meetings would result in being written up. If substitutes or helpers were needed, the firm stated it was the workers responsibility to hire and pay them, the worker disagreed stating it was the firm’s responsibility. The parties generally agreed that the firm supplied the facility, tubs, tables, kennels, washer and dryer and shampoos and conditioners. They both agreed that the worker supplied her own hand tools such as clippers, scissors, blades, and other personal products. Additionally, the worker stated the customers brought their own toothbrushes and toothpaste. They both agreed that expenses incurred by the worker were maintenance of personal tools, in addition the firm stated the worker incurred expenses of a percentage of credit card processing fees, the worker also stated she had expenses of taxes, work attire and an emergency room visit, the worker added none of these expenses were reimbursed. The firm stated the worker receives a commission with no guaranteed amount and tips from the customers, however the worker said she receives a commission with 50% guaranteed from the firm. They both agreed that the customers pay the firm, and the workers economic loss or financial risk was for maintenance or loss of personal tools. Additionally, the worker stated she could have a financial loss related to medical expenses from injuries sustained at work. The parties gave differing responses on who established the level of payment for services provided, the firm replied that the worker was responsible for this, however the worker disagreed, stating the firm was the responsible party for establishing the level of payment. The worker replied that no benefits were available to her. The parties disagreed on whether the worker was performing similar services for others during the time entered in part 1, question 1, the firm stated the worker was and the worker disagreed. Additionally, the worker stated she was prohibited from doing work outside or she would be fired. The firm attached an independent contractor agreement prohibiting the solicitation of clients/customers of the firm, but existing clients/customers of the independent contractor were exempt from this covenant. The firm stated the worker did not advertise and was represented as a groomer performing services at the firm. The worker stated she was represented as an independent contractor under the firm’s name. The parties agreed that the work relationship ended when the worker quit.
	enterAnalysis: The firm provided a copy of an independent contractor agreement believing that this should be a clear indication that the worker agreed that she was a contractor. However, Federal guidelines stipulate that this agreement in of itself cannot be considered in the SS-8 determination process, as we are obligated to base our decisions on the actual relationship between the parties, which is the controlling factor, and not the terms of the contract either oral or written. The firm’s contention that the worker was treated as an independent contractor pursuant to an agreement for her to be treated as such is without merit.  It is the firm’s responsibility to treat workers according to federal employment tax guidelines and law.  Neither the firm nor the worker has the right to decide whether the worker should be treated as either an independent contractor or an employee.  Worker status is dictated by the characteristics of the work relationship.  If the work relationship meets the federal employment tax criteria for an employer/employee relationship, federal tax law mandates that the worker be treated as an employee.  Although the parties disagreed on who determined the methods in which the worker was to complete her assignments, it is believed that the worker may have developed her own methods, but the firm retained the right to change the worker’s methods to protect its business interests. A requirement that the worker submit regular or written reports to the person or persons for whom the services are performed indicates a degree of control. Although it was stated by the firm, reports were not required, it is reasonable to assume the clients could not be properly billed without the work orders. The fact that the worker has an investment in and supplied her tools is not uncommon in this type of occupation and is not sufficient to show an independent contractor relationship.



